REFRIGERATION
REVIEW
Comments Regarding IIAR Standard 2
As the only practicing design engineer charter member of IIAR, I believe I can
be unbiased in my comments regarding not only the current ANSI/IIAR 2 second
public review, but also on the general direction of IIAR.
IIAR was formed in 1974 in reaction to the National Electric Code (NEC)
classifying ammonia machinery rooms as Class I Division 2. This, of course,
would have made duPont very happy for the furtherment of “freons”. For you
history buffs I have included the original cover page of the code from 1978. The
19-page document which listed the Review and Interpretation Committee, as
well as the original organizers who authored standard IIAR 74-2 – the standard
which permitted machinery rooms to either be continuously ventilated or have a
ventilation system activated by ammonia detectors. Both these methods would be
exceptions to the NEC Class I Division 2 requirement. This bulletin was
accepted as a standard and approved by the American National Standard Institute
(ANSI) on March 16, 1978. It also recognizes ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 15 as
the basis of calculation for the cfm requirement.
It never ceases to amaze me that what was once a simple 19-page document has
now become 174-page “Bible”.

While other codes and regulations have kept their simplistic approach to codes
and standards, IIAR is bent on turning this code into a refrigeration bible on
ammonia. It’s as though we have a guilty conscience that we have to explain
everything in explicit detail and let the academicians talk about Reynolds
numbers and such, which should be textbook references and not part of the safety
code on the installation of ammonia systems. We have deviated significantly
from our primary objective of neutralizing the effect of the NEC Class I Division
2 requirements. Not only that, we have deviated from the original standard and
have required far more sophisticated elements, such as eliminating the most
reliable form of protection of machinery rooms, which is continuous ventilation,
by mandating ammonia detectors (which will in time fail) for the newly defined
category of “Emergency Ventilation”. The NEC indicates 1000 ppm for
emergency ventilation, which is by far a more practical detectable level. There
are very few sensors that can reliably detect 40,000 ppm. It would be well to take
note that NEC 202 still references ASHRAE 15-1994, which is a far more
sensible ANSI code than we have developed.
In addition, other areas in the proposed revised code border on the impossible,
such as the 104°F temperature requirement for machinery rooms, whereas the
traditional way to protect from overheating is by temperature rise of more than
20°F. We seem to want to continually reinvent the wheel, where codes and
regulations regarding ventilation heat rise have all been adequate for the last half
century.
While our intentions are good, our aspirations are far outreaching the safety
requirements for the installation of ammonia systems and are putting a death
wish on our industry in its continued “Bible” rather than code format for IIAR
Standard 2.
I’m sure there are those that would say, “Hank, recommend amendments.” I have
done this in the past to no avail and can simply propose that the two elements in
the current proposed review would be machinery room ventilation at a
reasonable level, which contradicts itself. On the one hand it is based on
§6.14.1.5, cubic feet per square foot, which would be more in line with the

original ASHRAE 15 standard at about 15 air changes per hour, in lieu of
§6.14.7.1, which requires 30 air changes per hour based on gross machinery
room volume. (Noteworthy is that the NEC only requires 4 air changes per hour
for a garage environment with open containers of gasoline and fuel.)
Another restriction being proposed in this review is to limit the temperature of
the machinery room to 104°F. Whoever dreamed that one up has got to be on the
moon. This is in lieu of the traditional 20° rise, which has been the gospel from
day one. It would be near impossible without a massive air conditioning system
to provide a 104° maximum temperature, when ambient design conditions are
105°F in many areas. Again, we are trying to be all things to all people, and we
are just shooting ourselves in the foot – clear and simple. While those who
contribute to the “Bible” mean well, they are adding to the demise of our
industry. If we are going to expect recognition by other standards like the NEC, it
would be well to get our act together and in line with traditional regulations so
that the NEC can reference our standard in lieu of ASHRAE 15-1994.
So much for a charter member’s lament.
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